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Abstract
It has been well documented that population growth, development of biological subsystems and the uti-

lization of resources in ecology and economy frequently follow a logistic or sigmoid time-development. In

the context of oil and gas extraction such development is known as Hubberts peak oil theory, and we observe

that the logistic equation describes the historic development of nuclear and hydroelectric energy production

as well. Previous studies have hypothesized that also the present time fastest growing renewable technolo-

gies, wind and solar energy, will develop under similar constraints. Here, we provide the first evidence that

the installation of these technologies follow a logistic curve. In contrast to what is commonly perceived,

the specific growth rate in energy extraction from wind turbines and photovoltaics have decreased in recent

years. In an optimistic scenario, where we have included forecasted data from the solar and wind associa-

tions 5 years into the future, the logistic model implies that the total installed capacity saturates around 1.5

TW in 2030. This is in sharp contrast to the almost established belief that these energy technologies are in

constant exponential growth into the middle of the present century and beyond.
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Global energiforsyning:

• 17TW -> 35-40 TW! 

• Peak oil, peak gas, peak 
coal

•Kamp om ressurser.... 



DET RØDGRØNNE SKIFTET:  Energimiksen må endres og energiproduksjonen
må økes -> 30-40TW:

Gass (30-50 år)
Kull (100 år)
Tungolje 
Skifer gass/olje
Metan reservoarer   

2150?

2075?









Professor Kristoffer Rypdal, UiT, 2014
(Nils Gunnar Kvamstø, 2015)vvv



De nye teknologienes «eksponentielle» vekstkurve:
Vind: Sol:

Eksponentiell, Linear eller Logistisk ????



Eksponentiell vs. Logistisk (begrenset) vekst:

Main text:

Inspired by Malthus’ prediction [1] that population growth is limited by the availability of

food supply, Verhulst published in 1838 [2] the logistic equation that describes an asymptotic

growth pattern in biological populations. This has evolved to become a cornerstone in ecology

[3, 4]. In addition, the logistic equation is widely used also in economy [5, 6] as well as in a

range of other scientific disciplines such as chemistry [7] and sociology [8]. In the context of oil

production, a logistic behavior, known as Hubbert’s peak oil theory, predicted already in 1956

the time-development of American conventional oil production [9]. Later at a global scale, it has

been suggested that the production of conventional oil has peaked and is likely to enter a decay

phase from now on [10]. In terms of cumulative oil production from a finite reservoir with time,

P(t) ∈ (0,Pmax), the logistic equation on differential form can be written,

dP
dt

= aP
!

1− P
Pmax

"
. (1)

It has the the solution,

P(t) =
Pmax

1+ e−a(t−tp)
. (2)

Here a (dimension of inverse time), corresponds to the initial specific growth rate in e.g. en-

ergy production. Setting Pmax to infinity, the Equation (1) reduces to the well-known exponential

growth equation and P(t)∼ eat . According to Hubbert, peak oil happens at t = tp with a maximal

production of dP/dt|tp = aPmax/4. What limits the production capacity in the case of oil is the

assumption that the installation of new production sites vanishes when roughly half of the known

recoverable volume has been extracted. The origin can both be economical (costs) and physical,

to avoid direct extraction of displacement fluids (water, CO2).

The situation is similar, although not identical, regarding extraction of renewable energy re-

sources. Above, P(t) is the cumulative oil production while dP/dt is the actual production at

time t. In the case of renewables, we let P(t) describe the installed capacity at time t. ”Peak sun

(wind)” is then defined as the turning point in time, tp, when the installation rate, dP/dt, is at

maximum. While a is the initial specific growth rate in energy production capacity, we define the

quantity ar = a(1−P/Pmax) as the realized growth rate. In case of logistic growth ar decreases

linearly with increased P until it approaches zero for P = Pmax. At this saturation the installation
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(Verhulst 1838  <- Malthus, kollaps)
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Logistisk vekst:

t

P(
t)
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Hvordan veksten 
foregår ”avsløres” av 
vekstraten:

ar konstant

ar avtagende

t
a r

P (t) = P0eat

Eksponentiell vekst:



Energy miksen er marked, ressurs og konsumbegrenset.
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Marchetti’s forcast from 1979:



Kjell Aleklett et al:  Global Peak Oil is today....
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Eksempler:
Logistisk vektsthistorie
- 35 år etter Marchetti:



SOL+VIND (GLOBALT) :

FIG. 2: . A and B: Logistic (blue lines) and exponential (red lines) fitted to wind and solar energy production
(black bullets). The inset figures show the residuals, i.e. the deviations between the model predicted and
the observed capacity installation rate as a function of installed capacity. Note that this is also indicative
for the time development because energy production increases monotonically with time. Blue and red
bullets are residuals for the logistic and the exponential fit respectively. C: Estimated realized growth, ar,
of wind (blue) and solar (red) installed capacity. The open red bullets are forecasted level of solar energy
from branch organizations [19]. The downward trend for growth in wind energy is statistically significant
according to a linear regression analysis (blue broken line, p = 0.002 and r =−0.78).
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Vind:

Vekstrater:

Sol:

Data:  bp.com, http://pvmarketalliance.biz (2015, sol) www.gwec.net (2015, 
vind) 



Energivarsel:

1) De nye teknologiens eksponentielle vekst er stadig vanskeligere å tilpasse

2) En logistisk tilpassning blir derimot stadig klarere

3) Medfører ALARM: 
SOL og VIND utgjør kun 5% av VERDENS ENERGIMIX i 2030-2040 

4) Det Grønne Ordskiftet er mer virkelig enn Det Grønne Skiftet  (enn så lenge)

5)  Fremtiden vet vi bare en ting om! 


